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MAPPA, Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements, is one of the
most significant and important criminal justice partnerships, working
together to ensure our communities enjoy the best protection from risk
of harm that we are able to offer. 
MAPPA brings together statutory criminal justice agencies with other
public, private and voluntary sector organisations to form a wide
network of information, risk management and support. The system
works through sharing information, combining resources, taking
strategic and operational decisions together and ensuring that every
available means to protect the public is utilised to best effect. 
Over the past year MAPPA has continued to develop and strengthen at
both a national and local level. 
The statutory MAPPA guidance has been updated to include key
performance indicators. Such measures help to ensure consistency
across the country, demonstrate effectiveness and increase
accountability for all involved in the arrangements. The appointment of
two lay advisers in Northumbria has provided a further additional
element of public scrutiny.
The MAPPA guidance recognises that the “most effective inter-agency
working is achieved face to face, this is why some of the best practice
within MAPPA has seen the co-location of police and probation
colleagues in shared offices”. In Northumbria, this began with close
working arrangements for the strategic oversight of MAPPA through the
jointly staffed MAPPA unit and the approach has been heralded
nationally as an example of best practice. The model has now been
replicated on an operational basis, with probation staff located within
police public protection units across Northumbria. The addition of a
mental health specialist later this year to the central MAPPA unit will
further strengthen working arrangements and provide valuable
expertise in this often complex area. 
Over the past few years, legislative changes have allowed for greater
scope in the management of violent and sexual offenders. It is vital that
we utilise these changes to their best effect and in doing so continue to
afford the highest level of protection to the public. Recognising that
whilst it is not possible to eliminate risk entirely, it is essential that
everything that can be done to prevent serious offenders from
reoffending is carried out. Alongside this, all those involved in public
protection are striving to increase their understanding about what works
best, respond rapidly to new learning and continue to build upon
achievements to date. 
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Chief Constable 
Northumbria Police

Phil Copple
Area Manager North East
HM Prison Service

Pauline Williamson
Chief Officer
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t h e  M A P P A  f r a m e w o r k
What is MAPPA?
MAPPA is a set of arrangements to manage the
risk posed by sexual and violent offenders. It
brings together the police, probation and prison
services in Northumbria into what is known as
the MAPPA Responsible Authority.
A number of other agencies are under a duty to
co-operate with the responsible authority. These
include: children’s services, adult social
services, health trusts and authorities, youth
offending teams, local housing authorities,
certain registered social landlords, Jobcentre
Plus and electronic monitoring providers.
The purposes of MAPPA are:

to ensure more comprehensive risk
assessments are completed, taking
advantage of co-ordinated information
sharing across the agencies
to direct the available resources to best
protect the public from serious harm

How does MAPPA work?
Offenders eligible for MAPPA are identified and
information is gathered and shared about them
across relevant agencies. The nature and level
of the risk of harm they pose is assessed and a
risk management plan is implemented to protect
the public.
In most cases, the offender will be managed
under the ordinary arrangements applied by the
agency or agencies with supervisory
responsibility. A number of offenders, however,
require active multi-agency management and
their risk management plans will be formulated
and monitored via MAPPA meetings attended by
various agencies.

Who are the MAPPA offenders?
There are 3 categories of offender eligible for
MAPPA:
Registered sexual offenders (category 1) –
sexual offenders who are required to notify the
police of their name, address and other personal
details and notify any changes subsequently
Violent offenders (category 2) – offenders
sentenced to imprisonment/detention for 12
months or more for a violent offence, or detained
under hospital orders and who are now living in
the community subject to supervision. This
category also includes a small number of sexual
offenders who do not qualify for registration and
offenders disqualified from working with children
Other dangerous offenders (category 3) –
offenders who do not qualify under categories 1
or 2 but who currently pose a risk of serious
harm. There is a link between the offending and
the risk posed and they require active multi-
agency management.

How are they managed?
There are 3 levels of management which are
based upon the level of multi-agency co-
operation required to implement the risk
management plan effectively. Offenders will be
moved up and down levels as appropriate:
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Level 1 – ordinary management. These
offenders are subject to the usual management
arrangements applied by the one or two
agencies supervising them. This can include
information sharing between agencies, via
ViSOR and other routes.
Level 2 – active multi-agency management.
The risk management plans for these offenders
require the active involvement of several
agencies via regular multi-agency public
protection meetings.
Level 3 – senior active multi-agency
management. As with level 2, the risk
management plans involve several agencies.
However, level 3 cases additionally require the
involvement of senior officers to authorise the
use of special resources, such as police
surveillance or specialised accommodation
and/or to provide ongoing senior management
oversight.

What is the role of the Strategic
Management Board (SMB)?
Senior representatives of each of the agencies
involved in MAPPA form a strategic
management board (SMB) which meets at least
quarterly to monitor the arrangements and direct
any necessary improvements.
The SMB will measure effectiveness against
new national MAPPA standards introduced in
October 2007 in order to ensure a common
standard of effective public protection
arrangements. The board also ensure that each
of the agencies is playing a full part in MAPPA.

What do the lay advisers do?
The responsible authority is required to appoint
two lay advisers to sit on the SMB. The lay
advisers act as independent yet informed
observers; able to pose questions which the
professionals closely involved in the work might
not think of asking. They also bring to the SMB
their understanding and perspective of the local
community – where they must reside or have
strong links. 5

ViSOR
ViSOR is a database holding details of sexual
and violent offenders and other dangerous
people. In 2008, for the first time, the three
MAPPA Responsible Authority agencies - police,
prison and probation - will be able to work on the
same IT system enabling the sharing of risk
assessments and risk management information
on individual violent and sexual offenders in a
timely way to reduce re-offending.
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k e y  a c h i e v e m e n t s
Over the past few years MAPPA has developed
in Northumbria at an impressive rate, each year
building on the previous year’s foundations and
achievements. Key achievements were outlined
in the Strategic Management Board (SMB)
business plan for 2007/08 and included in last
year’s MAPPA annual report. This has included
the appointment of two lay advisers, enhanced
sharing of information through the roll-out of the
ViSOR offender database to include prisons and
probation and multi agency training on MAPPA
issues. 
The initiatives and action plans identified and
achieved through the 2007/8 SMB business plan
were intended to strengthen the MAPPA
arrangements both at strategic and operational
level, ensuring that Northumbria was in a strong
position to respond to the challenges of greater
scrutiny and accountability in its enhancement of
public safety. At a strategic level two lay advisers
were appointed to the SMB in June 2007 and
have provided a community accountability
perspective to the management of MAPPA in
Northumbria.
At a local level the six MAPPA strategy groups
are effectively managing operational MAPPA
arrangements in the local area and have made
great strides over the last two years. Each group
has reviewed its terms of reference against
progress made and refocused its efforts on
delivering the core business of MAPPA i.e.
enhancing public safety within each of their local
areas.
Operationally, MAPPA has moved forward
significantly with the appointment of a MAPPA
register administrator and the development of an
electronic MAPPA register. This has enabled
Northumbria to identify and manage the MAPPA
population more accurately, efficiently and

effectively, resulting in more timely and
appropriate interventions being put in place to
manage risk. The accuracy and timeliness of
information is crucial to the management of risk
as it prevents delays and misunderstandings
interfering with the process.
Alongside the development of the electronic
MAPPA register, police, probation and prison
services are now operating a national register
called ViSOR. ViSOR is a database holding
details of sexual and violent offenders and other
dangerous people. In 2008, for the first time, the
responsible authority for MAPPA – police, prison
and probation services – is able to work on the
same IT system enabling the sharing of risk
assessments and risk management information
on individual violent and sexual offenders in a
timely way to reduce re-offending. Northumbria
Police has had access to ViSOR for the past
three years, with probation and prisons coming
online in January 2008.
In line with the SMB business plan for 2007/08,
Northumbria’s joint police and probation MAPPA
unit is conducting audits of MAPPA cases
across the area. This exercise is to ensure that
all work to enhance public safety is being taken
forward in respect of individual offenders and the
risk they pose. The audits will also establish if
there are any lessons to be learned which could
be shared across the area to improve the work
of MAPPA.
Joint police and probation training on the
management of sexual offenders commenced
during 2007/08 and will continue throughout
2008/09 to ensure that staff required to manage
these risks have the full benefit of research and
up-to-date risk assessment and management
tools to support their work.
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The Northumbria SMB business plan 2008/09
builds on progress to date and also moves
MAPPA forward. This includes:

linking in with other multi-agency risk
management structures
establishing a greater focus on the
monitoring and evaluation of MAPPA
communicating the purpose of MAPPA to
communities and offenders
utilising this enhanced level of
communication to improve the management
of risk to the public

In addition, Northumbria will continue to review
cases where offenders managed under MAPPA
go on to be convicted of serious further offences.
These reviews are intended to identify any
learning points in the management of the cases
so that changes can be made to the
arrangements where this is required.
Closer working between parallel multi agency
structures for domestic abuse cases has been
developed. This includes developing links
between the victim focused Multi-Agency Risk
Assessment Conferences (MARACs), chaired
locally by the police on a case by case basis,
and the offender focused MAPPA meetings. By
ensuring that these two structures are working in
conjunction with each other there is more
opportunity to afford victims of domestic abuse
realistic safeguards, thereby preventing re-
victimisation whilst seeking to prosecute
perpetrators and manage the risk they pose.
Monitoring and evaluation of MAPPA to ensure
its effectiveness is taking place through audits of
cases managed at level 2 and 3 and also

through information collected in respect of
national key performance indicators. This
information is produced quarterly and presented
to the SMB which has a duty to alter MAPPA
arrangements if necessary in response to this
data.

Communication to communities in respect of
MAPPA has been a feature of work from the
outset. A range of materials has been produced,
providing information to the public in order to
raise awareness of the methods being used to
enhance their protection. This includes general
leaflets about MAPPA and others on specific
aspects of public protection work, such as
probation hostels. A detailed outline is also
included on the responsible authority websites
and extensive media features have been
secured in some of the regions leading
newspapers. The annual report has also had
widespread distribution including key
stakeholders and public libraries. More recently,
offender leaflets have been devised to inform
offenders of their own responsibilities towards
ensuring public safety by contributing to the
management of the risk they themselves pose.

k e y  o b j e c t i v e s
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Northumbria’s MAPPA arrangements work
through close links between area wide strategic
direction and local operational management. At
the heart of this is the Strategic Management
Board (SMB), which holds overall responsibility
for MAPPA on behalf of all the partner agencies.
The SMB is supported by six local MAPPA
strategy groups, which oversee local delivery
arrangements. The MAPPA co-ordinators from
the central MAPPA unit provide a critical link
between the local groups and the SMB, ensuring
that area wide decisions translate into local
operational policy and practice. Following on
from this, individual MAPPA meetings at the
three levels are convened as and when required
to discuss each individual case managed within
MAPPA. 
The SMB consists of senior representatives
from the following agencies:
Northumbria Police
Northumbria Probation Area
HM Prison Service
Northumberland and Tyne & Wear NHS Trust
2 Lay Advisers

This streamlined SMB reflects the fact that the
other agencies with a duty to co-operate with
MAPPA are represented on the local MAPPA
strategy groups. They include:
Youth Offending Teams
Local Authority Social Services
Local Authority Education Authorities
Jobcentre Plus
Housing Authorities
Registered Social Landlords
Electronic Monitoring Providers

In order to strengthen the links between the local
groups and the SMB however, members of the
local groups are being invited to sit on the SMB
to represent the additional duty to co-operate
agencies. These representatives will hold a
senior position in their agency and not only link
the local MAPPA strategy groups with the SMB,
but also liaise and brief their fellow agency
representatives in the other five strategy groups.
This initiative is intended to enhance the MAPPA
operation in Northumbria by ensuring that there
is effective communication both up and down
and across the MAPPA spectrum.
In addition a representative from Victim
Support will also be invited to sit on the SMB to
ensure that a victim perspective is included in all
the decision making which takes place.
Links with other local public protection
structures, such as local safeguarding children
boards (LSCBs), crime and disorder reduction
partnerships (CDRPs) and the local criminal
justice board (LCJB), are maintained through
senior police and probation representation on all
the above boards and regular discussion of
MAPPA issues. 
As previously stated, the improvements in
MAPPA management, co-ordination and
monitoring practices are all designed to ensure
that MAPPA in Northumbria is robust enough to
deliver its aim of enhancing public safety.
Additional resources have been deployed by
both police and probation services in
Northumbria to further this aim and the concept
of local delivery has been strengthened by
locating MAPPA probation staff within the police
area command public protection units.
The local MAPPA strategy groups with
representatives from police, probation and the
duty to co-operate agencies provide a sound
basis to further develop local initiatives in regard
to public protection. They also link into the other
public protection structures within each of the six
local areas.

h o w  t h e  M A P P A  o p e r a t e  l o c a l l y
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MAPPA category 1 level 2
Simon is a convicted child sex offender living in a probation hostel subject to a post custodial licence
for offences against a family member.
He was actively managed under MAPPA due to his very lengthy offending history and because he
would seek employment and other activities which gave him access to children.

Action
Following a level 2 MAPPA meeting attended by police, probation, housing, community mental
health, children’s services and Job Centre Plus, a risk management plan was drawn up, including:

release on restricted licence conditions, including no contact with the victim or mother
instruction to notify his offender manager of any developing relationship with a woman
not to engage in any work or other activity involving under 18s
not to contact other named sex offenders
an exclusion zone from the local shopping centre
Disclosures were made to:

the church – Simon was only allowed to attend evening services when children were not
present
local shopping centres in case of breach of the exclusion zone
appropriate staff at local hospitals where Simon attended regular appointments
an animal rescue centre where Simon was hoping to secure voluntary work

Outcome
As a result of the robust risk assessment and active management through MAPPA, Simon was
observed visiting public toilets with another sex offender.
He had not committed further offences but preventative action was taken as intelligence and
assessments illustrated that his risk of harm to the public was increasing. Simon was subsequently
recalled to prison.

c a s e  s t u d y :  S i m o n
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a  l a y  a d v i s e r ’ s  p e r s p e c t i v e
This is my first year as one of two
lay advisers to the MAPPA
Strategic Management Board for
Northumbria. My main task,
initially, was to learn what I could –
and could not – do.
The role is not meant to turn a
member of the public into an
expert, nor does it involve me
telling the professionals involved
in the highly sensitive work of
managing sexual and violent
offenders what to do. Lay advisers
are meant to be informed
observers who can pose
questions which the professionals
might not necessarily think of
asking, particularly in the area of
how the public may perceive their
decisions and priorities.
One example of this is when an
offender managed within MAPPA
commits a serious further offence.
Currently, there is no statutory
requirement for formal “Serious
Case Reviews”, where the various
agencies involved in MAPPA re-
examine their arrangements to
see what lessons can be learned
from the individual circumstances
of a case. It is at the discretion of
the board to consider the need in
each instance.
When one such case came to the
Strategic Management Board I
strongly supported the need for
such a review. I stressed that the
case was of public interest and it
needed a thorough review to
reassure the community that
anything that could be learned
from the events leading up to the
crime was duly recorded and
acted upon. This was also the
view of other board members and
the agencies they represented,
but it highlights the way in which a
lay adviser seeks to inject the
concerns of the public into a

debate amongst professionals.
To assist me in this role, I have
attended training days and
national meetings of lay advisers
where time has been taken to
explain the complex arrangements
necessary to manage sexual and
violent offenders. Understanding
the nature of risk management is
essential to an appreciation of the
value – and limitations – of
MAPPA. Ensuring that an offender
is properly assessed in terms of
their potential to harm members of
the public is crucial if MAPPA is to
work, but it is also important that
we in the community recognise
that managing risk is not the same
as eradicating it. 
Those offenders who pose a more
serious risk of harm to the public
are managed at a higher level
(Levels 2 and 3). To ensure that
lay advisers understand the
process and the seriousness and
complexity of the issues involved,
we are required to attend a Level
2 and 3 MAPPA meeting every
three months. We do not, of
course, play an active part in
these meetings. We simply
observe the proceedings. This
helps us to monitor and evaluate
the work of MAPPA.
It is clear that as MAPPA
arrangements continue to
develop, the degree of
commitment from the partner
agencies and the overall level of
co-operation and mutual
understanding of each agency’s
role has increased significantly,
helping to reduce – but not
eliminate – the risk of sexual and
violent offenders causing further
harm in our communities.
Chris Rushton
Lay Adviser
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MAPPA category 2 level 2
Barry was sentenced to 4 years for an offence of grievous bodily harm, for an unprovoked attack
on an acquaintance whilst under the influence of drugs.
He was released from prison on a post custodial licence. The victim liaison unit was in close contact
with the injured party and the victim’s concerns were reflected in the licence conditions agreed at
the MAPPA meeting.

Action
Prior to Barry being released into the community an interdepartmental meeting was held at the
prison to contribute towards the assessment of risk that Barry posed.
Subsequently a MAPPA meeting was held in the community prior to his release. In attendance were
police, probation, local authority housing, victim liaison, community mental health and the drug
intervention team.
A risk management plan was drawn up which included:

an exclusion zone from the area in which the victim resided
a licence requirement to address drug misuse
an assessment by the community mental health team

Outcome
Barry continues to make very good progress during the licence period and is engaging with the drug
intervention team. Barry is determined to remain drug free and recognises the impact that his drug
use has had on himself and others.
A mental health assessment is ongoing. The victim liaison officer continues to visit the victim and
there have been no reports of Barry attempting to enter the exclusion zone or make any contact
with the victim

c a s e  s t u d y :  B a r r y
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N o r t h u m b r i a  a r e a  M A P P A     
2007/8 2006/7 Explanation

Number of MAPPA eligible offenders
a. registered sexual offenders 888 870 Those who are required to notify the police of their name, address and

other personal details and notify any changes subsequently. Failure to
comply with the notification requirements is a criminal offence which
carries a maximum penalty of 5 years imprisonment.

b. violent offenders 232 240 This category includes violent offenders sentenced to
imprisonment/detention for 12 months or more, or detained under
hospital orders. It also includes a small number of sexual offenders
who do not qualify for registration and offenders disqualified from
working with children.

c. other dangerous offenders 213 219 Offenders who do not qualify under the other 2 MAPPA eligible
categories but who currently pose a risk of serious harm which requires
management via MAPPA meetings.

d. total 1333 1329 Total number of offenders managed within MAPPA in Northumbria
Offenders managed via MAPPA meetings – level 2
a. registered sexual offenders 99 94

b. violent offenders 51 117

c. other dangerous offenders 210 213
d. total 360 424
Offenders managed via MAPPA meetings – level 3
a. registered sexual offenders 6 14 For 2007/8, this figure only includes offenders managed at level 3 in

the community. In 2006/7, the figure also included offenders managed
at level 3 who are still in custody.b. violent offenders 4 17

c other dangerous offenders 3 6
d. total 13 37
Enforcement for offenders managed via MAPPA meetings
Returned to custody for breach of licence Offenders released into the community following a period of

imprisonment of 12 months or more will be subject to a licence with
conditions (under probation supervision). If these conditions are not
complied with, breach action will be taken and the offender may be
recalled to prison.

Level 2 72 55
Level 3 10 14
Total 82 69
Sent to custody for breach of sexual offences prevention
order (SOPO)

A court may make a SOPO at the time of dealing with certain sexual
offenders or when the police make a special application on account of
the offender’s behaviour in the community. The full order lasts for a
minimum of 5 years and can last indefinitely. A SOPO will require the
subject to register as a sexual offender and can include conditions, for
example to prevent the offender loitering near schools or playgrounds.
If the offender fails to comply (i.e. breaches) the requirements of the
order, she/he can be taken back to court and may be liable to up to 5
years imprisonment.

Level 2 3 4
Level 3 4 2
Total 7 6

Serious further offences involving offenders managed via MAPPA meetings
Charged with a serious further offence** Any sexual or violence offence which carries a maximum penalty of 14

years imprisonment or more. For the first time this year we are
reporting not only the number of actively MAPPA managed offenders
so charged but also the outcome of the case.

Level 2 8 3
Level 3 0 0
Total 8 3
Of those charged during the year (level 2 and 3
combined)**
Convicted of a serious further offence 2 3
Other outcome 2 0 Means that the case has been dealt with by  31 March 2008 but that

the offender was not convicted of an SFO; e.g. the offender was
acquitted or the case was not proceeded with, or s/he was convicted of
a lesser offence.

Remain charged with serious further
offence

4 3 No outcome yet received as these cases have not yet been dealt with.
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  s t a t i s t i c s  2 0 0 7 / 8

** During 2007/8, 8 offenders were charged with offences falling into the SFO criteria. Of these 8, 2
offenders have been convicted and sentenced, 1 was convicted of a much less serious charge which
did NOT fit the SFO criteria,  and 1 was found not guilty. The remaining 4 cases are ongoing and have
not yet been sentenced.
SFO criteria includes offences such as murder, wounding with intent, aggravated burglary and robbery. 
Of the 8 offenders charged with an SFO, 7 were identified as individuals who posed a risk of serious
harm to the public and referred in to MAPPA through category 3. This means they were not subject to
the statutory supervision and monitoring of either police or probation.
In the last year, MAPPA in Northumbria has been very pro-active in referring additional offenders not
automatically included into MAPPA through category 3 (see pg 3: who are the MAPPA offenders). 

Number of registered sexual offenders in each police area command 2007/8 2006/7
Sunderland 172 172
South Tyneside 63 61
Gateshead 149 136
North Tyneside 137 125
Newcastle 230 239
Northumberland 137 137
Number of RSOs in Northumbria per 100,000 head of population 63 62

2007/8 2006/7 Explanation
Registered sexual offenders
cautioned or convicted for
breach

102 91 RSOs are required to notify the police of their name, address and
other personal details and notify any changes subsequently. Failure
to comply with the notification requirements is a criminal offence
which carries a maximum penalty of 5 years imprisonment.

Sexual Offences Prevention Orders (SOPO) A court may make a SOPO at the time of dealing with certain
sexual offenders or when the police make a special application on
account of the offender’s behaviour in the community. The full order
lasts for a minimum of 5 years and can last indefinitely. A SOPO
will require the subject to register as a sexual offender and can
include conditions, for example to prevent the offender loitering
near schools or playgrounds. If the offender fails to comply (i.e.
breaches) the requirements of the order, she/he can be taken back
to court and may be liable to up to 5 years imprisonment.

Applied for 66 24

Interim order issued 17 14

Full order issued 51 58

Notification orders Notification orders require sexual offenders who have been
convicted overseas to register with police, in order to protect the
public in the UK from the risks that they pose. Police may apply to
the court for the order in relation to offenders in or intending to
come to the UK.

Applied for 1 0
Interim order issued 1 0
Full order issued 1 0
Foreign travel orders Foreign travel orders prevent offenders with convictions for sexual

offences against children from travelling abroad where it is
necessary to do so to protect children from the risk of sexual harm.Applied for 0 0

Interim order issued 0 0
Full order issued 0 0
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MAPPA category 3 level 2

Anthony has a lengthy history of abuse within
relationships. When his partner attempted to end
their relationship, he assaulted her on several
occasions, twice when her two children were
present in the house. 
Anthony received a community order but was
unsuitable to attend a community domestic
violence programme as he continued to deny his
offending.
Information was received that Anthony was in a
new relationship with a female with three young
children. He was also attempting, via a mutual
friend, to make contact with the children from his
previous partner.

Action
A referral was made by the Local Authority into MAPPA, following information shared by one of the
children with a teacher. 
A level 2 MAPPA meeting was convened, attended by probation, police, education, health visitor,
children’s services and children’s aid. A risk management plan was drawn up which included:

children’s services to conduct an assessment in relation to risk to children
disclosure of Anthony’s offending history and behaviour to be made to new partner
disclosure of a photograph of Anthony to the school attended by the children of his previous
partner
appropriate support mechanisms put in place for both women
a personal attack alarm was fitted at his previous partner’s address

Outcome
This case continues to be managed vigilantly by all agencies involved. The MAPPA meetings
continue to be held on a monthly basis.

c a s e  s t u d y : A n t h o n y
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c o n t a c t s

NORTHUMBRIA PROBATION VICTIM LIAISON UNIT
Victim Liaison Unit
Northumbria Probation Area
6th Floor, Collingwood House
Collingwood Street
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE1 1JW
Tel: 0191 261 2541
This unit provides an information service for victims of serious sexual or other violent offences
where the offender receives a custodial sentence over 12 months.

NORTHUMBRIA MAPPA UNIT
MAPPA Unit
Block 45
Northumbria Police HQ
North Road
Ponteland
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE20 0BL
Tel: 01661 868077
Staffed by key public protection staff from police and probation services, this unit is the first point of
contact for all MAPPA and public protection enquiries.
The unit will then direct enquiries to local MAPPA strategy groups and other agencies as
appropriate and provide any necessary contact details.

VICTIM SUPPORT
Alnwick: 01665 602 863
Bedlington & Blyth: 01670 822 334
Gateshead & South Tyneside: 0191 477 8395
Newcastle: 0191 281 3791
North Tyneside: 0191 257 9079
Sunderland: 0191 567 2896
Victim Support is an independent organisation
offering a free and confidential service to people
affected by crime.
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MAPPA Unit, Northumbria Police Headquarters
North Road, Ponteland, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE20 0BL

Tel: 01661 868077

www.northumbria.police.uk www.northumbria-probation.co.uk

www.hmprisonservice.gov.uk

Front cover visuals: main image: Seahouses, Northumberland. Other images from top to bottom: Millennium
Bridge, Gateshead; St Mary’s Lighthouse, North Tyneside; Wearmouth Bridge, Sunderland; Marsden Rock
Beach, South Tyneside; Tyne Bridge, Newcastle.


